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PARADOXES OF GROUP LIFE: a diagnostic tool

USE THIS PAGE AS A DIAGNOSTIC TOOL BY HIGHLIGHTING
PARTS OF THE TEXT AND/OR JOTTING DOWN
NOTES/THOUGHTS IN THE 'BUBBLES'
(or on following 'single paradox-specific' pages)
Identity

Individuality

Diagnosis Before Intervention

Polarization of Ideas or People
Stuckness
Groupthink
Identity by Self-Affirmation or Negation of Others
Isolation of Individuals
Disclosure

Intimacy

Inability to Get the Task Dome- Authorization
Inability to Self-Reflect Causing a Cycle of Avidity
Labeling
Attribution
Repeating Unproductive Patterns of Communication

Engaging

Belonging
Boundaries
Involvement

Identity
The paradox is that the group gains solidarity as individuality is
legitimized and individuality is established when the primacy of the
group is affirmed.
The group becomes strong and resourceful only if the individuality
of its members can be expressed.
The Pressure to Conform: When the conflict between how an
individual wishes to act and how the norms prescribe that he/she
“should” behave, the pressure is invariably on the individual to
change and adapt to the group.
Norms are implicit and explicit. Habits of behavior are learned over
time and may not be apparent to the group.
The group and the individual have identities that are strengthened
by understanding the tension caused by both the need to be
individual and unique and belong.
Heroic and dramatic opposition to the group may be an expression
of the denial of deviance and therefore, individuality.
With turnover in membership, the process of individual and group
identity are inextricably linked.
Involvement
One’s ability to take a perspective on oneself depends on one’s
ability to get outside of one's experiences while at the same time
remaining inside the experience.
Involvement is tied to the ability to be removed.
Individuals and groups become enmeshed in activity.
Reflection and detachment, an outside view of the group process, is
what allows patterns to be uncovered and changed.
Individuality
The paradox exists in that as one learns how to deal with one’s
groupness, the need for individuation fades - and through this
fading, individuation is realized.
Heroic, archetypical forms of our concepts of individuality often
result in members holding back until they determine whether a
group is to be supported or fought. This withholding creates the
kind of group that leads individual to respond in heroics-rebellious
ways because of fear of collective repression.
Expression of differences risks connections and groupness - yet it
is in these individual expressions that creativity exists and
stagnancy is avoided.
Groupthink is the absence of balance between group and
individuation.
Boundaries
Boundaries offer understandable limits.
When boundaries are used to tightly define, groups maintain
identity through self- affirmation and negation of others. This
labeling can affect individuality by creating limits to any
differentiation from collective thought.
Boundaries can bring about limit-testing.
Lack of boundaries promotes anxiety leading to role conflict,
definitions of friends and enemies, polarization, in and out groups.
Tightly defined, boundaries can cause “we-they” conflict, and the
suppression of individuation and feedback.

Trust

Dependency

Authority

Speaking
Regression

Disclosure
In the beginning, the most natural thing to do is reveal only those things
that we are sure to be accepted and keep private what we anticipate
others will reject.
The group cannot grow without members feeling safe enough to disclose
those things they are afraid may be rejected.
One member must first be willing to risk rejection and disclose something
he/she feels may be rejected by the group.
Trust
In order to discover how others will respond, someone in a group must be
willing to expose his/her own weak, fearful and ugly sides.
The willingness to do this depends on the amount of trust in the group.
In order to trust this group I must find this group to be trustworthy – in
order for the group to become trustworthy I must take a risk and disclose.
In order for trust to become established, positive and constructive
feedback must be expressed.
Finding feedback is finding a learning community.
Feedback must occur between individual and group - group and
individual. Contrasting ideas and differences of opinion are part of group
dialogue.
The key is in discussing the value and role of feedback in both individual
and group growth (Mutual Learning Model-Schwarz)
Intimacy
Meaningful connections with others are limited by one's willingness to
“connect with" or learn about oneself and vice versa.
One of the keys of the paradox of intimacy is the necessity for us to bring
to the surface the collective dimensions of shared experiences in order for
the members to be able to develop meaningful relationships with one
another.
Openness to learn about self is directly related to connecting with others.
Listening is a simultaneous way of learning about others as you learn
about yourself.
Regression
Individuals eager to be present in a new situation need to be able to
engage in regression in order to learn what of their previous experience
is merely importation from previous history and what is meaningfully
rooted in the here and now.
When individual first come into a new group, they engage in those
behaviors that they have used in the past to successfully become part of a
group approaches from past encounters.
If individuals walk into a group as whole, then becoming part of something
requires a fragmentation and separation. Such fragmentation may be
threatening and counter to developmental struggle they have been going
thorough as individuals.
Creating progress out of regression – trustworthiness out of mistrust and
acceptance out of rejection is the challenge. The paradox of engaging is
deeply rooted in the hidden connections between groups and individual.

Courage

Creativity

The work of those who have or create power is to create the conditions in which
others can move towards their own empowerment.+
Resistance is useful in that it reveals the existence of authority and where it is
perceived to be. The authority then has the ability to validate concerns and the
disclosure itself. This empowerment of others, in turn, empowers the leader.
Authority
Resistance is acceptance and acceptance involves resistance.
It is through a mutual authorization process that groups become greater than the
sum of their parts.
In a group, authority is built or created.
Authority is linked to empowerment.
Being a subordinate may encourage resistance.
Empowerment may be reciprocal.
Stuckness can be the result of resistance to authorization.
Dependency
Belonging to a group invokes both independence and dependence.
When some members of the group are perceived as “not dependable” members
become independent. This removal of a member prevents the groups from being
whole.
The metaphor is ecological – for any part of the system to act independently, it
must regionalize its depend on the other parts of he system.
To be independent and “not connected” is isolation.
We are connected to many groups and within those groups are varied
interdependencies and dependencies.
Only as individuals learn to depend upon one another (trust) does the group
become whole.
Creativity
The making of something new brings with it the destruction of something old.
Polarization occurs when those who champion the new are perceived as uncaring
about the old.
From the very beginning of a group’s life, patterns are established that have some
order and consistency. The paradox is that change cannot occur without
established patterns to ”change from”.
Turbulence comes from a group’s struggle to become innovative understanding
the need for change. This usually happens by bringing in a new person - who
become the source of new creativity and the repository for the emotions that come
with loss and resistance to change.
The realization that newness and creativity involve loss and destruction allows a
group to see the paradoxical nature of growth- rather than splinting and attribution
to any one or two individuals within the group.
Courage
Belonging to a group and taking-on the struggle between individuality and
belonging is courageous.
Learning to self-disclose and risk is courageous.
To find the balance between personal growth and growth of the groups is
courageous.
Rather than giving up self, self-affirmation takes courage as an act of participation
in the universal…
The paradox of courage can be seen in groups when members go towards those
things that are most troublesome - with a sense of curiosity and wonderment
replacing attribution and blame.
Most often the split that occurs involves opposing forces that remain unexamined.
Courage is seeing those forces as the tensions of growth and change - and
moving towards facilitating understanding of both/and.
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Identity by Self-Affirmation or Negation of Others
Attribution
Isolation of Individuals
Repeating Unproductive Patterns of Communication

Identity

Individuality

The Pressure to Conform: When the conflict between how an individual wishes to act and how the norms prescribe that
he/she “should” behave, the pressure is invariably on the individual to change and adapt to the group.

Belonging

Involvement

notes -

Identity
The paradox is that the group gains solidarity as individuality is legitimized and individuality is established when the
primacy of the group is affirmed.
The group becomes strong and resourceful only if the individuality of its members can be expressed.

Boundaries

Norms are implicit and explicit. Habits of behavior are learned over time and may not be apparent to the group.
The group and the individual have identities that are strengthened by understanding the tension caused by both the need to
be individual and unique and belong.
Heroic and dramatic opposition to the group may be an expression of the denial of deviance and therefore, individuality.
With turnover in membership, the process of individual and group identity are inextricably linked.
Involvement
One’s ability to take a perspective on oneself depends on one’s ability to get outside of one's experiences while at the same
time remaining inside the experience.
Involvement is tied to the ability to be removed.
Individuals and groups become enmeshed in activity.
Reflection and detachment, an outside view of the group process, is what allows patterns to be uncovered and changed.
Individuality
The paradox exists in that as one learns how to deal with one’s groupness, the need for individuation fades - and through
this fading, individuation is realized.
Heroic, archetypical forms of our concepts of individuality often result in members holding back until they determine
whether a group is to be supported or fought. This withholding creates the kind of group that leads individual to respond in
heroics-rebellious ways because of fear of collective repression.
Expression of differences risks connections and groupness - yet it is in these individual expressions that creativity exists
and stagnancy is avoided.
Groupthink is the absence of balance between group and individuation.
Boundaries
Boundaries offer understandable limits.
When boundaries are used to tightly define, groups maintain identity through self- affirmation and negation of others. This
labeling can affect individuality by creating limits to any differentiation from collective thought.
Boundaries can bring about limit-testing.
Lack of boundaries promotes anxiety leading to role conflict, definitions of friends and enemies, polarization, in and out
groups.
Tightly defined, boundaries can cause “we-they” conflict, and the suppression of individuation and feedback.
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Polarization of Ideas or People
Inability to Get the Task Dome- Authorization
Stuckness
Inability to Self-Reflect Causing a Cycle of Avidity
Groupthink
Labeling
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Identity by Self-Affirmation or Negation of Others
Attribution
Isolation of Individuals
Repeating Unproductive Patterns of Communication

Intimacy
Disclosure

Disclosure
In the beginning, the most natural thing to do is reveal only those things that we are sure to be accepted and keep private
what we anticipate others will reject.
The group cannot grow without members feeling safe enough to disclose those things they are afraid may be rejected.
One member must first be willing to risk rejection and disclose something he/she feels may be rejected by the group.

Engaging

Trust
Regression

notes -

Trust
In order to discover how others will respond, someone in a group must be willing to expose his/her own weak, fearful and ugly
sides.
The willingness to do this depends on the amount of trust in the group.
In order to trust this group I must find this group to be trustworthy – in order for the group to become trustworthy I must take a
risk and disclose.
In order for trust to become established, positive and constructive feedback must be expressed.
Finding feedback is finding a learning community.
Feedback must occur between individual and group - group and individual. Contrasting ideas and differences of opinion are
part of group dialogue.
The key is in discussing the value and role of feedback in both individual and group growth (Mutual Learning Model-Schwarz)

Intimacy
Meaningful connections with others are limited by one's willingness to “connect with" or learn about oneself and vice versa.
One of the keys of the paradox of intimacy is the necessity for us to bring to the surface the collective dimensions of shared
experiences in order for the members to be able to develop meaningful relationships with one another.
Openness to learn about self is directly related to connecting with others. Listening is a simultaneous way of learning about
others as you learn about yourself.

Regression
Individuals eager to be present in a new situation need to be able to engage in regression in order to learn what of their
previous experience is merely importation from previous history and what is meaningfully rooted in the here and now.
When individual first come into a new group, they engage in those behaviors that they have used in the past to successfully
become part of a group approaches from past encounters.
If individuals walk into a group as whole, then becoming part of something requires a fragmentation and separation. Such
fragmentation may be threatening and counter to developmental struggle they have been going thorough as individuals.
Creating progress out of regression – trustworthiness out of mistrust and acceptance out of rejection is the challenge. The
paradox of engaging is deeply rooted in the hidden connections between groups and individual.
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Authority

Dependency

Speaking

Courage

notes -

Creativity

THE PARADOXES OF SPEAKING (INFLUENCE)
The work of those who have or create power is to create the conditions in which others can move towards their own
empowerment.+
Resistance is useful in that it reveals the existence of authority and where it is perceived to be. The authority then has the
ability to validate concerns and the disclosure itself. This empowerment of others, in turn, empowers the leader.
Authority
Resistance is acceptance and acceptance involves resistance.
It is through a mutual authorization process that groups become greater than the sum of their parts.
In a group, authority is built or created.
Authority is linked to empowerment.
Being a subordinate may encourage resistance.
Empowerment may be reciprocal.
Stuckness can be the result of resistance to authorization.
Dependency
Belonging to a group invokes both independence and dependence.
When some members of the group are perceived as “not dependable” members become independent. This removal of a
member prevents the groups from being whole.
The metaphor is ecological – for any part of the system to act independently, it must regionalize its depend on the other parts
of he system.
To be independent and “not connected” is isolation.
We are connected to many groups and within those groups are varied interdependencies and dependencies.
Only as individuals learn to depend upon one another (trust) does the group become whole.
Creativity
The making of something new brings with it the destruction of something old.
Polarization occurs when those who champion the new are perceived as uncaring about the old.
From the very beginning of a group’s life, patterns are established that have some order and consistency. The paradox is that
change cannot occur without established patterns to ”change from”.
Turbulence comes from a group’s struggle to become innovative understanding the need for change. This usually happens
by bringing in a new person - who become the source of new creativity and the repository for the emotions that come with
loss and resistance to change.
The realization that newness and creativity involve loss and destruction allows a group to see the paradoxical nature of
growth- rather than splinting and attribution to any one or two individuals within the group.
Courage
Belonging to a group and taking-on the struggle between individuality and belonging is courageous.
Learning to self-disclose and risk is courageous.
To find the balance between personal growth and growth of the groups is courageous.
Rather than giving up self, self-affirmation takes courage as an act of participation in the universal…
The paradox of courage can be seen in groups when members go towards those things that are most troublesome - with a
sense of curiosity and wonderment replacing attribution and blame.
Most often the split that occurs involves opposing forces that remain unexamined. Courage is seeing those forces as the
tensions of growth and change - and moving towards facilitating understanding of both/and.

